
United States Society for Ecological Economics 
General Membership Meeting Minutes 

 27 June 2017 
5:00 PM CDT 

Davis Hall, Campus Center 
Macalester College 

St. Paul, MN 
 

Attendance: 21 members 

Call to Order: 5:10 PM by Jim Kahn, President 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO USSEE BY-LAWS (Jonathan Harris, Past President): 
Article 9, section 1:  delete the phrase “containing at least two names for each vacancy 
to be filled” and replace “shall be mailed to the membership” with “shall be sent to the 
membership by mail or e-mail” so that the third sentence in this section reads:  “The 
final ballot shall be sent to the membership by mail or e-mail”. 
 
Article 9, section 2: replace “The Secretary-Treasurer election will coincide with the 
President-Elect election.” with “The Secretary-Treasurer election will alternate with the 
President-Elect election.” 
 
A motion to implement these changes was made, seconded & passed unanimously. 
 

Treasurer's report (John Sorrentino): 

 Membership: 172 (up from 171) 
 Checking Account: $20144 PayPal: $1411 
 Conference Proceeds: USSEE should accrue positive net revenue after all bills are 

paid. 
 ISEE Dues: John asked Anne Carter whether USSEE dues from ISEE can be paid 

quarterly; Anne agreed. Henceforth, dues payments will be made in April, July, 
October & January. 

 Jim announced that he would like to see membership at 300, & that each member 
should be a recruiter. 

 Jonathan Harris noted that we have had 250 members in the past, & Robby 
Robertson added that membership had peaked in 2007 at 326. 

 Discussion took place about why one would want to be a member. Courtney 
Hammond Wagner brought up the curriculum-sharing web pages that USSEE is 
developing. Rumi Shammin suggested that we recruit undergrad members, even on 
the Board. 
  

USSEE 2017 Conference:  

 Jim thanked Laura Schmitt Olabisi for her work in coordinating the conference. 
Laura thanked Robby Richardson, John, Whitney Lash Marshall & the volunteer 
grad student workers for helping with various aspects of the event.  



 Laura declared that she would like to survey both folks who did & folks who did not 
attend the conference. 
 

ISEE 2018 Conference 
 Jim suggested that a trio of volunteers be assembled to use the ISEE conference as 

a way to increase USSEE membership 
 

USSEE 2019 Conference 

 Jim Kahn discussed his proposal for the 2019 USSEE Conference to be held at 
Washington & Lee University in Lexington, KY. 

 Jim asked the general membership to send proposals on meeting at alternative 
locations as early this fall as possible. 

 Jim pointed out that we need volunteers to form the 2019 conference committee. 
 Ben Dube & Courtney suggested that USSEE think more about networking with 

other organizations for future conferences. 
 Rumi proposed NCSE (National Council for Science and the Environment). 
 Rich Howarth declared that we overlap with other socio-ecological organizations 

(broadly environmental studies) such as Common Cause. 
 Robby suggested that USSEE consider formal partnerships with CANSEE (Canada) 

& SMEE (MesoAmerica) partially to offset low numbers at conferences. Most 
USSEE conferences were in states that border Canada. There could be a North 
American Society like the European Society. Robby noted that there have been 
objections in the past. 

 Eric Kemp-Benedict asked what the objections were. Robby noted that USSEE 
members were worried about the US losing its identity, & Canadians feared US 
domination. 

 John asked José Lara-Pulido from Mexico what he thought about the merger idea, & 
he said that he liked it. 

 Jim vowed to talk with the presidents of each society. 
 Rich warned that we should check with ISEE about how the regional societies relate 

to each other. 
 Ben suggesting recruiting people who don’t think that they do economics. 
 Regina Ostergaard-Klem said that we should stress TRANSDISCIPLINARY. 
 Rich promoted “ecosystem science” & “ecological social science” as sister 

disciplines. 
 

Meeting adjourned: 6:15 PM 
 
   


